SOUTH CENTRAL RAILWAY
Headquarters office
Works Branch

Rail Nilayam
Secunderabad

Date: 22.12.2020.

No.W.506/ESOs.

CAO/C/SC
DRM/SC, BZA, GTL, GNT, NED & HYB.

Sr.DEN/Co-ord/SC,, BZA, GTL, GNT, NED & HYB.
Sub:-

Infringements to RSOD

Ref:

Engineering Standing Order No.90 issued vide letter No.W.506/ESOs
dated 21.12.2020.

-

Record of details of Infringements.

*******

ENGINEERING STANDING ORDER NO.90 dated 21.12.2020 regarding Infringements
to IRSOD is forwarded herewith for information and necessary action please.

These instructi ons should be conveyed to all the concerned in the Divisions, Construction
Organisation, RVNL and RITES for strict adherence.
This issues with the approval of Principal Chief

Engineer

Encl: As above.

(M.Subhash)12o»
Dy.CE/PD

for Principal Chief Engineer
CI

Secy to PCE - for kind information of PCE.

C

CPD/SD & CPD/BW

C

CTE, CBE, CGE, CE/RSW, CE/BRH, CEWorks, CE/P&D, CE/SD,

CI-

-

for informati on

please

GM/RITES/SC, CPM/RVNL/SC, CPM/RVNLMAS

CETP &

CE/TM

IND

SOUTH CENTRAL RAILWAY
Office of the Principal Chief Engineer
vih Floor, Rail Nilayam
SECUNDERABAD - 500 025

No.W.506/ESOs

Date

21-12-2020

ENGINEERING STANDING ORDER No 90
Sub:

Infringements to IRSOD

Record of details of Infringements

Record ofinfringements is a part of Section Register being maintained by SSE/P.way
in-charge) as prescribed under para 656 of IRPWM. Further, as per Para 647 of IRPWM,

SSE/P.way (in-charge) is required to refer any work resulting in infringement of standard
dimensions to the ADEN for instructions and those works involving permanent infringement
should be referred to the competent authority for sanction through the CRS. In addition,

SSEP.way (in-charge) is required to personlly verify the standard dimensions in their sections
according to the profiles shown in IRSOD and the statement of infringements if any, are to be
submitted to ADEN by the end of March every year. The statement should briefly indicate the.
reasons for continuation of each
infringement along with reference to the sanction of

CRS/Rly

Board. These statements after scrutiny by ADEN are required to be forwarded to DEN who
after scrutinizing the same should issue necessary instructions to ADEN and further refer

important items to CTE.
In this

regard, it is noted that field units are not following the above procedure resulting
in existing infringements not getting reflected fully in the official records.
Therefore, following

procedure is prescribed in respect of maintaining details of infiringements:
1.

SSE/P.way (in-charge) shall

maintain ntringement Register as per the format
Annexure-A where all infnngements to IRSOD are to be entered.

2. The

given at

infringements shall

be entered Yard wise and Block section wise in the
register
with one/two page(s) allotted to each yard / block section. Grade
Infringements in yards
should also be entered in the register apart from other infringements to

prescribed

standard minimum structure profile in IRSOD

3. In any of the

existing infringements get eliminated, the same shall be recorded against

the particular entry in the register along with the date of elimination

Registers shall be submitted to ADEN office once every year before the end of
March. After scrutiny by ADEN, a consolidated statement of
infningements covering
all sections under the subdivision shall be prepared by ALDEN office in the
format given

4. These

at

Annexure-B and a Hard copy along with

5. After

scrutiny of

the

Soft copy shall be

submitted to the division.

infringement statements by respective DEN/Sr DEN, a
consolidated statement for the entire Division shall be prepared (ADEN wvise) with
remarks of DEN/Sr.DEN if any, on important items requiring attention of CTE. A soft

sent to Head
copy of the above statement shall be

Quarters with a covering letter by end

of April every year.
6.

on account
existing permanent infringement or any future likely infringement
for
work which requires sanction of CRS/Rly.Board, Division should process

For any

of any

the sanction of competent authority.
7. All infringements shall be reckoned as per the provisions given under Schedule-I of
IRSOD for existing and new works. However, for existing works prior to issue of
IRSOD-2004, it is permissible to continue existing infringements to Schedule-I on BG
but within the limits prescribed under Schedule-II of IRSOD with necessary speed
restrictions. For any infringement beyond the limits given under Schedule-l
condonation of Rly Board through CRS/CCRS will be required. Similarly, for existing
infringements to limits of Schedule-I on account of any work carried after 2004, if
condonation is not avail able, the same shall now be processed for sanction.
8.

While detemining the infringements in yards, the minimum lateral distance to
structures below RL prescribed under item 11 (A) (v) & (vi) of Chapter-II of IRSOD
for existing works is not to be applied inter alia to items like caution order boards, SR
boards, curve boards, points and crossing boards, LWR boards, gradient posts, Fouling
marks etc., which are considered as track markers and not structures.

(Sanjiv Agarwal)

Principal Chief Engineer
C/-CAO/C/SC.

CI-CTE, CBE, CPD/SD, CGE, CE/RSW, CE/BRH, CE/W, CE/P&D, CE/SD, CE/TP
& CE/TM.

C/-GM/RITES/SC, CPM/RVNL/SC, CPM/RVNLUMAS.
CI-

Sr.DENs/Co-ord/SC, GTL, BZA, HYB, GNT & NED.

Annexure-A

SSE/P.way:
Sno Description of
Infringement with

location/Km

Section &Jurisdiction:
Prescribed limits

as perIRSOD
| Item no

Valuee

Actual
values

Date/Year
since
existing

Block Section /Yard:

Date

Year

of removal
if any

details

Condonation
with letter ref. if

Speed

Remarks with reason for

restriction

continuation of

any.

if any

infringement

Sno
Annexure-B

Yard
Block
Section/
ADEN:

Section &Jurisdiction:
Description of
Infringement with

Prescribed limits

Actual Date / Year |Date/Year Condonation
of removal
if any

location /Km

Speed

restriction continuation of

letter ref. if any. if any

as
Item
per
no
IRSOD
Value

values
since

existing

details
with

Remarks with reason for

infringement

